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Words from the Nantan
BY HEISENBERG

“Wow! He really did that for the whole semester?” ‘Yes, and we never knew until today.” I overheard

the dean of the local seminary speaking to one of the professors as I attended graduation for my

father-in-law. I thought it a little strange that he, the cardiologist father of my M, had gone back to

school for seminary training. “I want to be able to teach and lead others in their walk with God,” he

said when asked. Part of this education was to invest and serve in those around him in a capacity

that they hadn't been served before. He chose to clean the receptacles of the world’s waste, i.e. the

toilets. The lowest of tasks you can imagine. Before class, twice a week, he would show up an hour

early, and clean all the toilets in the men’s restrooms.  Now, to fully understand what that entails is

both uncommon and hard to fathom.   To do this, he had to stop seeing patients 1-2 hours early,

twice a week for 5 months. I won’t unpack all the sacrifices that entailed, but you get the idea. As a

result of his efforts, he made a friend and mentored the hired custodian to whom he would have

never met if he hadn’t laid down his degrees, and titles, and stature to serve.

 

Many people talk about LEADERSHIP and how to be dynamic and effective, but sometimes you

need to pick up a BRUSH and scrub the floor. Servant Leadership is about doing the hard s%*#

because you love and care for those under your care/command. Leaders don’t fit a mold, but they

do share common traits. When I think of whom I have been led by in my life, some common

themes come to mind. Disciplined, focused, direct, skilled, compassionate, purposed, and

unselfish.  What traits do you think of when you recall the leaders in your life, good or bad?
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What makes a leader worth following? Skill, position, title, charisma, their history? Sure, some of

those play a part, but what makes you, right now, today, follow? Ask yourself that question and you

might be surprised that it’s none of those. Compassion, empathy, sacrifice, service, drive, or

missionality of a man can motivate you to dive into a ditch for the cause.

“The HIM (High Impact Man) helps other men by Influencing them to open the floodgates of their

lives and let the water flow. He does this primarily through example, by the way he talks and the

things he does. Seeing this in the HIM (and the effect it has), the Sad Clown becomes infected with

a palpable desire to initiate Movement in his own life.” -Dredd from QSource

Does that mean if you serve you are a leader? No. It means you have taken the first step in

realizing you are not the center of the universe. The next step is helping others see/catch the

vision or mission you are accelerating them towards. Then you can encourage and lead them

while serving alongside them in the trenches.   Servant leaders are those in a position to cast the

vision, convey the steps/work required, and cultivate and atmosphere where everyone invests in

the shared goal.

Who fits this description in your life, past or present? What can you emulate in your life? F3 is not a

workout group, but a leadership group.  The mission is to plant, grow, and serve small workout for

men for the invigoration male community leadership. You are a leader! Your family needs you,

your employer needs you, your neighbor needs you, and your brother needs you too. Now, where is

that brush?

-HEISENBERG



244 years ago on July 4th, a group of High Impact Men

gathered together to found a nation upon the divine,

guiding, and self-evident principle that all men were

created equal. Without a doubt, these inspiring words of

truth were moved towards in their day, but not realized. In

our day, much more progress has been made, and yet

much more work remains to be done. On Independence

Day 2020, 44 men High Impact Men gathered for a

convergence at Plantation Park in Julington Creek as sons

and heirs of that original Declaration. We gathered

together as brothers, as equals, from age 13 to age 63, free

men.  We gathered together to get better, and to learn and

prepare ourselves just a bit more about leading within our

spheres of influence so that all people created equally are

also able to  live equally. We gathered together to move a

step further forward.

The men of Boondocks took a moment to thank one of the

HIMs that founded F3Jax, and   our AO. As  Feud departed

to plant yet another AO, we honored him with a warrior’s

gift, a bayonet blade signed by each of us.

And then Extinguisher stepped up to speak to the  Pax on

the struggles our country is going through at this time. He

spoke powerful words about the struggles of being a black

man in America. About our country being at crossroads

and being time for us to create dialogue in our homes and

between people of color. About his son and the things he

had teach him being a young black man and how he prays

that he doesn't have to do that for his grandson.

-SCHOLLS, FEUD,
EXTINGUISHER, UPDRAFT,
TWISTER  



The Sasquatch-Conquered 

CSAUP
On 7/25, Pud, Aquaman, Pyro, Patch, FNG

appropriately named "Sasquatch" and myself

undertook the CSAUP Sasquatch, a virtual

CSAUP  from F3 ENC (East North Carolina). It

was 5 workouts and cumulative 10 miles+ of

running between said beatdowns - The 5

workouts totaled 140 Merkins, 95 Squats, 140

Sit-ups (various), 200 SSHs, 150 yard

bearcrawl and 180 (Burpees). 

Pyro and I completed in 2:22 mins - coming in

7th and 8th respectively out of the 120

completed times nationally. No surprise

Naperville had 2 finishers at 1:57 and the

remaining 3-6 were 2:18 and 2:20 as each time

was a pair of finishers. Pud and Aquaman

both finished in the top 20 but I don't know

their exact time. 

No it was not as long, the weather as nice or

the view scenic as the Kracken, but some

good lessons for combining bootcamp

exercises and long runs for said Kracken...  

Like the real life Bigfoot, only one photo

exists to prove it happened, and Pud is

wearing a pink Wonder Woman shirt.
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-CHARMIN

Iron Pax Challenge 
Who is the strongest, fastest, most well-

rounded pax across F3Nation? The IronPax

Challenge will hopefully serve to answer this

question.  Each Sunday (9/1, 9/8, 9/15, 9/22)

during September, a new workout will be

announced on Twitter – @F3IronPax – that is to

be completed during the following week. 

 (Written instructions as well as a video will be

provided to discourage BS times).

After completing the workout, the pax will

enter his score at F3Greenwood.com where a

weekly ranking and overall ranking

leaderboard will be displayed.  At the end of

September, after 4 weeks of workouts have

been completed, the Pax with the highest

cumulative score will be named the 2019

F3Nation IronPax and will be showered with

accolades.

PLAN FOR BADLANDS/HARDNOCS- Wednesday

Goodlands 0530 an official IPC location for the

month of September. Those wanting to

compete can get their official times tracked

and others not interested in tracking their

times but wanting a good workout, can join

along and no pressure can modify as needed.

Full Monty and Saigon will plan to be there

each week with a stop watch, clipboard,

whistle and we will bring some old school

Bobby Knight motivation! �  

-Saigon and Monty are event Qs.

REGISTER HERE &

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScT0tyVXGCzNPX0Fpwd-MSbeEiWaoGfzT-1SeVbFW0bjaqQmg/viewform


CSAUP

Water station at The Bridge

Assisting with food at Really Good Beer Stop.

Rides back and forth as we clown car it to start/finish line.

Heroes 9/11 Run/Ruck- F3 Style

Saturday September 12th- Mickler Beach to Nocatee

Travis Manion Foundation 9/11 Heroes Run at Jax Beach has gone virtual. Sounds like a CSAUP

is needed!

Ruck Option: Meet at 7:00 at Mickler— launch after a brief beach beatdown. Ruck 6.5 miles to

Really Good Beer Stop in Nocatee by Greenwise. Short pain station at east side of the Bridge.

Finish line F2 at Really Good Beer Stop in Nocatee (Owned by F3 Schlitz) at 10:00.

Runners: Support our own Hat Trick as he runs the virtual Boston Marathon that day. Launch

time for Hat Trick is at 5:00 AM at “The Bridge”. 10 laps, 2.6 miles each. Hat Trick will post sign-

up to run laps with him on half hour intervals. Finish line F2 at Palm Valley Outdoors at 10:00.

Combo Run/Ruck Bonus: Ruck the 3+ miles to the bridge and run a lap to support Hat Trick

getting past the finish line.

Conditions: First Light: 6:45 Sunrise: 7:08 High Tide: 4:06 Low Tide: 10:10— Perfect for a short

beach beatdown before we ruck.

Sign-ups not mandatory: Optional sign up to support a great cause.

Support needed (M’s, those on IR, not wanting to ruck/run): 

-Bloomer and Saigon Sam are event Qs

Heroes 9/11 Run/Ruck
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On April 29, 2007, experienced Iraq war veteran from the 1st Recon Battalion, 1st Lt Travis

Manion, and his fellow Marines were ambushed while searching a suspected insurgent house

in the Al Anbar province of Iraq. As he led the counterattack against the enemy forces, Travis

was fatally wounded by an enemy sniper while aiding and drawing fire away from his wounded

teammates. His courageous acts allowed every member of his patrol to survive. For his actions,

Travis was awarded the Silver Star and Bronze Star with Valor. His legacy continues to grow

through the work of TMF, inspiring people to make an impact by serving others.

""If not me, then who..."

https://www.travismanion.org/events/911-heroes-run/2020-jacksonville-beach-fl/


AO NEWS
Boondocks continues to chug along — no longer the

‘baby of the bunch’ for the townie region, we now

rank amongst the veteran AOs now that Asgard and

Chop Shop have officially launched (congrats to

those new AOs).Boondocks was thrilled to host the

July 4th Convergence with a beatdown of historic

proportions. Building on the message of equality

and justice for all as well as love for everyone,

Extinguisher and Scholls really showed everyone

how much real estate and pain Boondocks has to

offer.  In addition to Boondocks Saturday, we are

growing with Pax at our Thunderdome Tuesdays

bootcamp and Hurt Locker Friday rucks. 

Out of all the negatives of COVID, one of the side

benefits has been to allow us (and other AOs) the

opportunity to experiment with start times,

unofficial beatdowns, and extra workouts. While

these may not all stick when things eventually get

back to ‘normal’ it’s nice to see our AO embrace the

uncertainty of the time and to expand and adapt to

the needs of Pax members. We seem to be getting

FNGs every week—and proud to have had Green

Eggs pop his proverbial cherry with a COUPON-

based VQ (seriously who does his first Q with a

coupon beatdown?!?)
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Boondocks

In addition to the Convergence

Boondocks hosted some of the Pax for

a Sasquatch CSAUP — an insane

workout dreamed up by our brothers

from F3 ENC. Aquaman, Charmin, Pyro,

Patch, Pud, and (appropriately named)

Sasquatch completed the workouts +

10 miles of combined runs before

hitting up Maple Street for Q school

led by Pyro.  Moving forward

Boondocks will be hosting the Iron Pax

challenge on Thursdays 530A starting

Aug 27—each Thursday throughout the

IPC any pax can post and get the

challenge completed for the week. If

Thursdays don’t work for you, Badlands

Pax will also be doing an IPC challenge

day on Wednesdays.

-DOINK
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Poseidon
Poseidon keeps moving along and attracting

vacationers from other AO’s each and every

Saturday. Known as the kindler and gentler

AO, that moniker was reinforced when Gecko

posted to a Jumanji beatdown...Evidently,

there are no 10 counts or water breaks at any

of the other AO’s...even if you’ve dollyed 4

miles prior to the Q and it’s 100 degrees

outside. It has been nice to have guys like

Charmin and Gecko show us how fit you can

be doing F3. Engarde is a battle cry no longer

allowed on Saturday mornings as a group of

Russian fencing coaches have invaded the

pitch on Saturday morning. Poseidon has

been a solid performer and now it’s time for

the wheels of growth to start growing again.

The Pax is going to start stepping up on the

leadership front and we all are striving to

grow the Q!

- PAPA SMURF

Downtown
“We few, we

happy few, we

band of

brothers;  For

he to-day that

sheds his blood

with me Shall

be my brother;

be he ne'er so

vile”  

William

Shakespeare,

Henry V

While thankfully there is very little blood

being shed in the downtown AO’s, there is

plenty of sweat which makes for some very

vile smelling Pax! The past couple of months

have seen some tremendous growth for the

townies. With Anthill and Bohica sporting

numbers of 18 to 25+ on a consistent basis,

we have been faced with a Problematic

Workout Status. Whether it was due to men

going stir crazy as a result of the apocalyptic

lockdown or Hey Big Poppi’s incredible

recruitment strategies, Septum and Eileen

created a solution. Chop Shop. YHC will leave

the aforementioned HIM’s to wax poetic on

that piece of real estate. 

Downtown Jacksonville has many highlights

which makes it such an attractive destination

point for your beatdown needs. Let’s delve

into them…shall we?

1.Kessel- Monday’s used to be a run themed

beatdown. Sometimes you may even get to

run past the stadium where our semi-

professional football team plays. Now its

fielder’s choice. Some brutal beatdown’s with

“implements” have been known to occur.

2. High culture. Really! Rock opera inspired

beatdowns and even Shakespeare in the Park

at Bohica and Anchor.

3. Tractor Tires. Barry Shinkoff upped the

game by lugging out ginormous tractor tires.

Like Christmas came early in the gloom.

4. Q-Source Thursday. Let’s not forget the 2nd

F. Thanks to some stellar leadership by

Heisenberg, this group has grown and we are

so thankful to be able to meet in person

again. Get some of that action, would’ja?

5. Trinity Friday’s. Can’t forget that 3rd F. No

sir. The efforts of all of the region can be seen

at Trinity Recue mission with the deep fat

fryer they now have. Great job you smelly lot

of HIM’s. 

- BOWZER



P H O T O  B Y  M A R T I N  R .  S M I T H

The HardNocs has continued to have solid

attendance (10-15 PAX) including a few FNG’s

in the month of July and into August.   The

0630 start on Monday & Thursday continues

to allow the PAX the opportunity to double

down from the 0530 Badlands beatdowns.

Aquaman and his crew have made Monday

basically a weekly CSAUP now dubbed the

“Aquaquad” doing the double down and

running back and forth between AO’s for over

9 miles for fun in the gloom! T-Claps!

Flo & Bloomer re-started up “Meathead

Monday” and “Throwdown Thursday’s” for a

change of pace bringing the pain with a

variety of coupon workouts.     On Saturday’s

we have re-located the AO to Mickler’s

Landing for a beach beatdown concluding

with a football game that has lasting

mumblechatter about some of the great plays

and disputed calls!     The play of the summer

remains TheSnaggle’s over-the-shoulder

game-winning touchdown catch that brought

back memories of a young Joey Galloway (at

least in Snaggle’s mind). This remains in stark

contrast to Slash’s wide-open end-zone drop

which brought back memories of an

anguished Jackie Smith in Super Bowl XIII.

Good times!

Upcoming CSAUP’s:  Our very own Hat Trick is

running a virtual Boston Marathon on 9/12 aka

“Battle of the Bridge” running the 2.6 miles

over the Palm Valley Bridge 10 times to raise

money for the Apryle Showers Foundation.   

PAX from HardNocs and Badlands are

planning to join for a few legs of the event

and cheer on Hat Tricks efforts.   He has been

training hard for this awesome event and

cause!

The Badlands crew kicked off the second half

of 2020 with a Gravy-led workout and hasn’t

looked back. We’ve seen some healthy group

with a steady of addition of FNGs and some

downrange visits as well.  The Tuesday runs

have had a decidedly bridge focus – “Boston

Bridge-A-Thons,” as frequent run leader Air

Bags has aptly dubbed them – to help bring

Hat Trick up-to-speed for his virtual Boston

Marathon next month.  If you want to support

Hat Trick and run with him for part of the

marathon (or all of it!), text him at 904-710-

2325.  You can do a 2.6 mile loop with him or

more.  You can also support his fundraising

efforts for the Golf Fights Cancer Foundatio

running team at:

https://www.crowdrise.com/o/en/campaign/20

19gfcbostonmarathon/briandean8  

It’s been a tough summer regarding the injury

bug.  McDreamy underwent surgery

(successfully) on his back while Bada Bing is

looking at surgery in late August.  Prayers for

them and for everyone else who is banged up.

Left Turn has brought some good advice and

insights into warm-ups and stretching.

In other news, we’ll be doing the Iron Pax

Challenge every Wednesday at Davis Park at

5:30am.  Videos will be posted each Sunday on

Twitter with workout guidelines and

demonstrations. 8/23 will be week 0 (test

week) then then 8/30, 9/6, 9/13 and 9/20.  Test

your fitness against the entire F3 Nation!

Saigon Sam says we’ll be able to compare by

age, which presents a bit of a conundrum for

Outhouse, given that his age changes from

week to week. *more info in the CSAUP

section*

Badlands HardNocs

-SLASH -Semper Fi SAIGON SAM 

https://www.crowdrise.com/o/en/campaign/2019gfcbostonmarathon/briandean8
https://www.crowdrise.com/o/en/campaign/2019gfcbostonmarathon/briandean8


GROWTH

It finally happened. After years of talk, F3

Jacksonville finally crossed the Clay County line

and landed at Fleming Island’s Thunderbolt Park.

On July 11th, YHC and Big Bird led the charge to

launch our newest Saturday AO: Asgard!   30 HIM

from around the F3 Jacksonville region, including

1 DR with his 2.0’s from Savannah. Among the

pax were 6 FNGs- Hangover, 4-Way, Norwood,

Scraps, Shiner, and Robin Hood.   Also among the

pax were What Up- a Zoom FNG making his first

in-person beatdown, and Hatch, who was an FNG

at the previous week’s 4th of July Convergence at

Boondocks. Special thanks to Snuffaluffagus, our

resident shovel flag maker for the flag

presentation to our veterans in attendance. T-

claps to our guest Q’s from around the F3

Jacksonville region (Pud, Gravy, Scholls, and Barry

Shinkoff) for a great start. Since our launch, we’ve

added a Cable Guy, Sasquatch and a Crotchless!  

 

New AO Chop Shop officially launched Tuesday 08/11/2020. 22 pax

joined in the gloom for the inaugural Tuesday workout. Located in

Camp Tomahawk Park at 8419 San Ardo Dr. Jacksonville, FL  32217.

For the first four weeks we will just have the Tuesday workout and

the week of Labor Day we will start a Thursday workout with a Q-

source.
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Asguard and Chop Shop Go Bang

On August 13th, 5 pax of Fleming Island held a soft launch of a weekday

beatdown at Moccasin Slough Park.   Time will tell if we can sustain this yet to

be named AO, but early indications appear positive.  With Q-school next on

the docket for the weekend of August 15th, the Pax of Fleming Island are well

on their way to be strong presence in the F3 Jacksonville region.  

-FEUD

-SEPTUM



PAX MADE

Walmart bounce ball and concrete,

Just pour it in there and hope for the best. 

Collapses under its own weight

3 Stooges: Pud, Mr. Woodchuck & Charmin

Concrete – we choose 5000 psi concrete –

“strongest” concrete at Home Depot. 80 lb

bags – 3 bags made 3 stones and 1 blob… so

2 bags likely good enough for said 3 molds,

but rather have too much than not enough

Water – Hose is fine, sparkling for those

guys in Nocatee…

5 Gallon Bucket for mixing

Gloves, Spade or mixing sticks optional,

but helpful (Would have been helpful to

have a wide funnel but we used hands and

a slow pour method)

Duct Tape

Non-stick spray – PAM or Butter or Olive oil

etc. 

MOLDS…These are the rate limiting step

and IP if you will.

Zip-Ties: thin enough to fit into mold holes

for compression of each half of mold.

How to make Atlas Stones in 3 easy steps!

-I am not a professional, nor am I familiar with

your basic handyman limitations, modify as

needed.

First attempt, we made some Atlas kisses (See

Figure below).

So to make True Atlas Stones

Materials:

IMPLEMENTS- Make Big Concrete Balls
Step 1-

Stooge 1: Pour concrete into 5-gallon bucket,

spray water incrementally – mix until

consistency of oatmeal or grits, not runny –

Can always add more water as needed, Can’t

remove it so be judicious.

Simultaneously – Stooge 2 & 3: Assemble

molds with Zip-Ties. Then through top hole in

mold, duct tape center seam. Sticky side of

duct tape is outward facing adhering to inner

surface of mold. Then Spray generous coating

of non-stick spray to inner surface of mold.

Step 2-

Pour concrete slush into mold: Stir, shimmy or

gently shake mold as pouring in to release

any trapped air bubbles. Fill to top of mold

and then smooth with hand. 

Half of the 5-gallon bucket with concrete will

make about 2/3rd of 1 smaller mold so then

repeat making more concrete slush.

Step 3-

This really should be number 1. Be mindful

where you set-up to make these Atlas stones –

You will get dust and concrete on your newly

pressure washed driveway. Also, a

thunderstorm will roll in and attempt to rain

on your setting concrete. Once set to dry, the

molds are very difficult to move without

spilling so making them under a cover is

ideal. An outdoor shed or driveway with

carport is the goal.
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-An Atlas Kiss, heavy and
effective, but not an Atlas Stone Seam



Bottom half of the mold and 3
beautiful stones

Top of the stone- open to air
and flat

Cut the zip-ties from the molds. 

Use a flat head screw driver or plyer head of

a hammer to wedge mold halves apart. 

Boom your molds will set for 12-24 hours

without rain and you are done. 

Step 4- 

Well, not quite – Retrieving the Atlas Stones

from the molds in 2 easy steps. 

-Then gently tap on mold with hammer to

loosen upper half and pull off. A variable

amount of elbow grease is required. 

-Invariably some of the duct tape will be

incorporated into the concrete, this is easily

pulled off. The ease of removal and

smoothness of the seam is directly

proportional to the amount of non-stick

used and duct tape adhesion to the inner

mold. 
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-CHARMIN, WOODCHUCK, PUD

IMPLEMENTS- Sand Bags
Step 1- buy 50# bag(s) of play sand (Home Depot), empty sand-bags 25

pack (Ace), zip ties, duct-tape

Step 2- for a 50# sandbag keep the play sand in the plastic bag and put

it in an empty sand-bag, zip-tie and wrap tight with tape; like you did

when you were in college- double wrap it in another sandbag; zip tie it

and duct tape the shit out of it 

Step 3- weigh it if you care

Step 4- if you want lighter bags, dump sand into the sand-bags to

desired taste (remember to always double wrap it and tape the shit out

of it)

Step 5- preferred method of transport to workouts is a large duffel-bag

Step 6- allow to cure in the sweat and blood of the PAX

Sand in a bag-JUMANJI



Editor’s note: Each month we’ll feature a Q&A with a different member of the JaxPax. In the

spotlight this month is Joel “Aquaman” Duffey, founder of the F3Jax CSAUP The Kraken, the 16.7-

miles-of-fun event that raised more than $1300 for the Trinity Mission this past January

What do you do for living?

I’m a husband first.  Married 26 years this past May 21st.  I’ve known Jeanette for 30 years, met

her when I was 18 my freshman year in college.  Father second.  Four boys. My career is

biopharma.  I handle north Florida and south Georgie for Alkermes, Inc.  I promote Vivitrol, a

shot to help patients with opioid and alcohol dependence.  I work with treatment centers, VA

clinics, hospitals and outpatient clinics and am on the road quite a bit.  Addiction doesn’t

discriminate.  Addiction doesn’t have a face.  I’m humbled to sell a product like Vivitrol but

would be blessed to be out of business. We’re dealing with people who have souls that are really

hurting.  

How did you hear about F3?

Labor Day Weekend, 2013, in Fort Mills, South Carolina, I was at a community pool, and Fun

House, aka Josh Sale, came up to me.   He said, “You like to work out?” and began telling me

about F3.  The following Tuesday, I went to Golden Corral, got in my first F3 workout, and got

hooked on the camaraderie and competition. I posted at Anchor when I first moved here, the

summer of 2017.  C-SPAN and I are good friends; he introduced me to Drone.  I posted at Anchor

once, but saw Davis Park had a workout and started going there since it was closer to

home.  They opened up Boondocks, just four miles from my house, and I started going there on

Tuesdays.  The F3 growth in the past 3 years has been tremendous!

The camaraderie and competition, what in particular appeals to you?

My family went through some major hurdles a few years ago. I picked up the phone and called

my brothers C-Span and Jekyll (Davis Hyde), and talked about what our family was going

through.  The three of us immediately met - You don’t realize how much you need that

camaraderie to lean on until a serious event happens in your life.  When things hit the fan, that’s

when you realize the power of F3.  When C-Span said, “I’ve been where you’ve been” gave me

comfort that I could make it through this low time in my life. 

I’d challenge everyone in the Pax to find that one or two guys to lean on, someone you can say,

“Hey brother, I need to talk to you about something.”  Maybe we could look into the Whetstone

model for Jax.

2ND F
MEET AQUAMAN, JAX PAX OF THE
MONTH
I N T E R V I E W  B Y  S L A S H
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The competition- anything that’s a timed event, you have sprint from one side of the field to

the other, give maximum effort for a certain amount of time, that’s what gets my blood

going.  The Board of Pain, IP Challenge, CSAUPS…..it all gets me going!

You and Flo are in a push-up competition for 60 seconds – who wins?

(Laugh) Flo!

Why “Aquaman?”  

I’m posting at the Golden Corral, doing wall sits, and this ex-marine, Cable Guy, looks over at

me, and says, “What’s your name?” I say, Joel Duffey. He says, “Joel Duffey, like Patrick Duffey

in that show “The Man from Atlantis.” I said I don’t know the show, but if you so say.

So at the end, I go in circle, say my name is Joel Duffey, he yells out, “Aquaman!”  I stuck. 

Unfortunately it was pre cool Aquaman…. 

You founded The Kraken – how did that idea come about? 

I wanted to do something to pull the different AOs together.  I had been to Anchor, I was

dialed into Badlands, and I knew the guys at Boondocks.  I felt like there was a slight

disconnect between the AOs I had been to since moving here.  I thought it would be cool to

bring it together; convergence-like.  I called Zima back in the Fort, and said, “Walk me

through the Yeti” the CSAUP that he put together.  He gave me some ideas and I started

sharing it with jaxpax and pulled some guys in.  It was really a matter of finding guys like

Papa Smurf and McDreamy who knew the course, tying the AOs together; people like Saigon

Sam and Heisenberg who knew Trinity Rescue Mission; Doink who could handle Sign-Up

Genius. Full Monty stepping up to do the BOM, Yard Sale saying “I’d love for you guys to use

my house as a power station” Eileen immediately stepped up to handle volunteers, the FIA

ladies stepped up.  It was taking this idea, something that could be perceived to be a

challenge, but creating an opportunity for guys to use their strengths and finding people

better than me in certain areas to share their talents. That’s just power in numbers.  Guys

were willing to do it and make it better than I could’ve imagined.  I walked away from that

first meeting thinking this has the potential to be much bigger in the years to come.   I

thought about this – if I wasn’t here anymore, the Kraken could go on for years and years. 

That’s when you know its working.

What did this experience tell you about human nature?

We like to be connected.  You and I ran on the beach, we hadn’t connected much

before that.  Men want to be connected and people want to serve. There are

parts of us that are untapped, but once we come out of our comfort zone, we

realize the benefit of saying “yes.”
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Along with the The Kraken, you’re the father of The Triple Down – doing the Monday

5:30am beatdown at Badlands, running to Hard Nocs for the 6:30am bludgeoning, then

running back to Badlands.  Are you certifiably insane?!

Yes!  It’s pathological. You missed the 8-mile run I sometimes do Saturday, Tuesday and

Thursdays from my house to Boondocks.  From my house to Boondocks to is four miles, I run

there, get the beatdown in and run 4 miles home. I’ve done it enough now the it seems

normal. To be honest, life pushes me that way.  It’s my stress release. I feel like there’s a

reason I want to continue to exert energy.  It gives me time to meditate, to think about

life and eat what I want.  

JAX PAX OF THE MONTH, CONTINUED
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Five Things About Aquaman 

1- Favorite hobby?

Spending time with my M at the beach searching for sea glass. Its therapeutic being out

there on the sand, being one with nature and finding that perfect piece of sea glass.  

2- If you could have lunch with one person, dead or alive, who would it be? 

My dad.  He passed away in 2013 at 69.  Way too early for me as a young father who is trying

to figure out life.  If I asked him the secret to a happy life, I already know his answer.  He was

a missionary, I spent the first five years of my life in South America, and the core of what he

did was out of love and serving others.   He’d say “love your neighbor.”  I really miss him. 

3- Top item on your bucket

list? 

Go to Europe for two weeks

with the M. I’d love to visit

Spain, Santorini, and

Dublin.  I think that would

take my relationship with

my M to the next level. 

4- What movie can you

watch over and over and

never get tired of?

Gladiator.  Or Daddy’s

Home with Will Ferrell. 

Anything with Will Ferrell. 

Gladiator (Maximus) the

man who as men we want 

to be.  As a father, you’re fighting every day for your family. The love for life and protecting

what’s true and noble, that’s why I could watch that movie and time and time again. 



Word Association

Fatherhood?

Blessing.

Burpees?

Papa Smurf (but with Benny Hill theme song)

Bada Bing’s shorts?

Really?  Schwing!

F3?

Selfless.

The Kraken?

Stupid. 

(Editor’s note: Aquaman is modest; “leadership” or “difference-making” is how we’d sum it up)

5- What would a world populated by clones of Aquaman be like?

It would be called Aquatopia.  A lot of love, but not like Papa Smurf thinks.  Not like

Woodstock. I’m type A, so it would be very organized.  And servanthood – always looking out

for someone else.  It would be friendly and forgiving. Look, if it wasn’t for Christ’s death, to save

us from our sins, where would the term “forgiveness” even come from if we don’t realize by

nature that we are broken/sinful.  I think everyone would have to be in decent shape too.

JAX PAX OF THE MONTH, CONTINUED
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P H O T O  B Y  M A R T I N  R .  S M I T H

F3 turns 10 years old Jan 1, 2021. The Nation in whole, will converge on the Cape Fear region

(Wilmington NC area) for an anniversary celebration January 15th-17th. A weekend of Fitness,

Fellowship and Faith. Multiple JAX PAX have registered and reserved hotel rooms. The clown

car convoy will organize closer to the date. You should be there. 

Whether you are an old-timer or relative FNG, this will be a special weekend. It is difficult to

truly grasp the scope and impact of F3 if you have never experienced an event that brings in

men from across the Nation. With the Marine Corp Mud Run in SC no longer operational this

anniversary convergence will be a rare chance to experience a BOM or COT with hundreds of

PAX. Everything indicates this will be one of those events that's spoken of in story and lore for

years to come. Come be part of it. 

MORE INFO and REGISTER HERE

https://f310year.com/


3RD F
The dynamite is the transition to a servant

from a survivor or SadClown; it is the goal for

all of us. F3JAX is full of examples of 3rd F, but

we should always to strive for more. The 3rd F

page should grow to be the largest section of

the Get Right. Because without Living Third

and having positive impact on other men, our

families, our workplaces and our

communities than we are just a group of

jackasses meeting in the dark to use funny

words to describe gym class exercises and

each other. At least be a jackass with

dynamite strapped to his back. 
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THE DYNAMITE

Third F service opportunity with Trinity Rescue

Mission. F3JAX has served at the mission for

several years. Trinity is on for 8/21 to serve the

men in the program at mission. We start at 6am

and serve food to the overnight guests first. The

men in the program eat around 7am and we try

to cook them something special in the new fryer

donated by F3 (see news story below). Contact

Septum on downtown Slack if you are interested

in serving 904-534-8270. He will also collect any

monetary or food donations. They are in need of

grits and eggs and Septum (PAX pictured on the

left) will go buy tater tots to fry.

Additional Fridays available. 

F3 making the news

This section is blank, waiting for you to fill it:

Editor's

Note:  How

does Pyro

make

cooking tator

tots look

cool?

Perhaps it's

the contrast

with Bowzer?

https://trinityrescue.org/news/f3-donates-and-installs-new-cooking-fryer/


CORE VALUE

Freedom for me in everyday life is simple: It is

the Silver rule: Do not do unto others as you

would not have them do unto you. I pursue

my desires so long as it doesn’t infringe on the

next persons’ ability to do so. Freedom is a

privilege that requires decency. The Silver Rule

is similar to the Golden rule, but there is no

call for action. It allows everyone to pursue

their own opinions and expressions to the

point where it infringes upon someone else. 

The mandate to go and do, The Golden Rule, is

the purview of your church, your F3, and your

own moral compass.

As we think of the core principle of freedom, it

seems that September grabs our hearts as

much as July. We, except for the most junior

Pax, remember exactly where we were on

9/11/2001 and that mark on our hearts and

minds grabs our attention on the notion of

freedom and what it means to be an

American. Freedom is at the forefront of

American values as the first amendment of

the Bill of Rights delineates our personal

freedoms of dissent. We are a nation built

upon personal liberty and often find ourselves

with the mandate to deliver freedom in an

oppressed world.

SEPTEMBER- FREEDOM

We honor our freedom to assemble

peacefully without persecution, by

always honoring those who sacrifice to

preserve that freedom.
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Freedom is also an enormous idea. It has

social, political and economic meanings and

depending upon your social, political and

economic preferences these meanings are

different! Both sides of any discussion in our

country want to embody and "own" the

concept of freedom. Is freedom from want an

essential American freedom whereby the

government should provide a base standard of

living? The Left would say yes. Conversely, is

freedom the ability of the economy to

function without governmental meddling and

impedance? The Right would say yes. This is

one example, but any dichotomy will have its

own two definitions of freedom.

Ultimately, freedom is so much more than

what can be included in a newsletter, but its

inclusion as a core principal illustrates, that we

should think about our freedoms and

appreciate them. As September and July shine

magnitude upon our history and national

values, we are called to remember that history

and who sacrificed to bring us to this point. All

native sons of American soil relish your

freedoms as you consider the immigrant who

only yesterday was granted access to

experience the privileges we enjoy. It is so

sweet; may we never lose appreciation for

that.

-CHARMIN



Empowerment: assists others in realizing their

full potential.

Accountability: holds self and others responsible

for their actions.

Standing Back: followers are the priority.

Humility: places one’s self in perspective and

admits when one needs assistance.

Authenticity: is true and genuine to oneself.

Courage: embraces innovation, takes risks and

overcomes fears.

Interpersonal Acceptance: understands the

perspectives and experiences of others.

Stewardship: practices services and takes

responsibility of the larger institution or society.

The servant leader believes that ‘my success is your

success’.

Leadership - what is it? It’s in our mission “... to plant,

grow and serve small workout groups for the

invigoration of male community leadership.” It’s an

influence process - any time you are trying to

influence the thoughts and actions of others toward

goal accomplishment in either their personal or

professional life you are engaging in leadership.

So what is Servant Leadership? It’s a leadership

philosophy in which the main goal of the leader is to

serve. This is different from traditional leadership

where the leader's main focus is the thriving of their

organization. A Servant Leader shares power, puts

the needs of others first and helps people develop

and perform as highly as possible. Servant

leadership inverts the norm, instead of the people

working to serve the leader, the leader exists to serve

the people.[2]

A lot of PAX come to mind when I think of servant

leaders. They embody the following characteristics.

      .....continued on the next page

CONCEPT :  FREEDOM

PHRASE :  WE  HONOR  OUR  FREEDOM
TO  ASSEMBLE  PEACEFULLY  WITHOUT
PERSECUTION ,  BY  ALWAYS  HONORING
THOSE  WHO  SACRIFICE  TO  PRESERVE
THAT  FREEDOM .

QUOTE :   "FREEDOM  CONSISTS  OF  NOT
DOING  WHAT  WE  LIKE ,  BUT  IN  HAVING
THE  RIGHT  TO  DO  WHAT  WE  OUGHT . "
POPE  JOHN  PAUL  I I

SEPTEMBER

CONCEPT :  LEADERSHIP

PHRASE :  WE  ARE  SERVANT  LEADERS .

QUOTE :   "SERVANT  LEADERSHIP  IS  NOT
ABOUT  “ I ”-  NOR  IS  IT  ABOUT  “WE”-  IT  IS
ABOUT  “THEM” . "  
JIM  LINDELL

AUGUST

CONCEPT :  WE  DON ’T  QUIT  IN  THE
FACE  OF  OBSTACLES .

PHRASE :  WE  DFQ

QUOTE :  "THE  GREATEST  GLORY  IN
LIVING  LIES  NOT  IN  NEVER  FAILING ,
BUT  IN  RISING  EVERY  TIME  WE  FALL . "
RALPH  WALDO  EMERSON

OCTOBER

CONCEPT :  EMBRACE  THE  SUCK

PHRASE :  WE  CHOOSE  COURAGE  OVER
COMFORT ,  SEEKING  OUT  CHALLENGES
THAT  MOVE  US  PAST  WHAT  THE  MIND
THINKS  IS  POSSIBLE .

QUOTE :   " I ’M  NOT  THE  STRONGEST ,  I ’M
NOT  THE  FASTEST ,  BUT  I ’M  REALLY
GOOD  AT  SUFFERING . "  
AMELIA  BOONE

NOVEMBER
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AUGUST CORE VALUE- SERVANT LEADERSHIP

We are servant leaders.



continued...

We should be servant leaders in business, in

nonprofit organizations, in our communities, and in

our homes. But how are you leading? Pause and take

a moment to evaluate just like a new coach to an

NFL football team or a new president taking over a

company. Are there aspects or parts that you need to

fire and hire a new leader? Would you hire yourself? If

not, what changes do you need to make those areas

better?

Before F3, I thought I had a generally good and

successful life. But about 4 years ago, my world

changed dramatically for the better when Feud

invited me out to my first workout. Through this time

of Fitness, Fellowship and Faith I am probably the

fittest & healthiest I’ve ever been, I’ve built some of

the strongest male friendships I’ve ever had and feel

I’m making an impact in my community, my

workplace and most importantly my family. It has

taken me from Sad Clown Syndrome to becoming

more of a Servant Leader.

I hope that F3 will be a life-changing experience for

you like it has been for me. Keep posting!

Honored & Privileged,

-Pyro 

Sources: 

[1] Eva, N., Robin, M., Sendjaya, S., Dierendonck, D. V.,

& Liden, R. C. (2019). Servant leadership: A systematic

review and call for future research. The Leadership

Quarterly, 30(1), 111-132.

[2] Kashyap, Vaneet; Rangnekar, Santosh (2014-12-

07). "Servant leadership, employer brand perception,

trust in leaders and turnover intentions: a sequential

mediation model". Review of Managerial Science. 10

(3): 437–461.

THE 6
Words from the "Editor"
-JUMANJI

"Don’t quit when you’re tired,

quit when you’re done.”

David Goggins.

Ready to step up and Q for the first time?

Well, before your VQ make sure you know

what goes where and when and check-out

these quick Q guidelines. 

And for the love of all that is holy, please

watch this video- 

Q'd a few times and think your Tom-

terrific? Check out the advanced

guidelines and let's get better. Have more

Q tips? Email jacksonville@f3nation.com 

Q Guidelines on F3JAX.com

How to Count 
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And until October, I'll leave you with
this.....

http://f3jax.com/resources/basic-and-leveled-up-q-guidelines/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xRTitxnE-mI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xRTitxnE-mI

